Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Right Side 01…

Difficulty   Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 26

An additional seam has been added to the center to make the paper foundation assembly easier.
Right Side 1

Pattern for "Right Side 1" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane's Triangle…

My Triangle…

Right Side 02…

Difficulty  Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 24
Right Side 2

Pattern for "Right Side 2" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  Right Side 03

Right Side 03…

Difficulty  Medium

Regular Piecing and Applique

Number of Pieces = 18

For the center of the circle, create a 2 ½” pinwheel block, cut it into a circle. There is no need for a seam allowance on the circle, as the melons will cover the raw edges. Applique the melons over the pinwheel circle, attaching it to the triangle.
Right Side 3
Drafted by Susan Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt
Key Block (29/50 actual size)

Create a pinwheel block, and cut into a circle.
Applique the melons over the circle.

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Templates for "Right Side 3" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Cut out the triangle and then applique piece B to the top. The Diamonds are appliqued to the triangle. Don't know what happened to the drawing here. EQ must have had the hick ups. :) 

The seam allowance on the circle is not necessary. The melons will cover the raw edge of the circle.
Right Side 3 (Drafted by Susan Gatewood)

Key Block (29/50 actual size)

Templates for "Right Side 3 (Drafted by Susan Gatewood)" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Right Side 04

Jane’s Triangle…                      My Triangle…

Right Side 04…
Difficultly Easy
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 15
Right Side 04

Pattern for "Right Side 04" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt   Right Side 05

Jane’s Triangle…          My Triangle…

Right Side 05…

Difficulty   Easy

Paper Foundation and Applique

Number of Pieces = 29

Pattern for "Right Side 5" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Templates for "Right Side 5" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane's Triangle...  My Triangle...

Right Side 06...

Difficulty  Hard

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 29

This one has multiple “y” seams, so I have classified it as “hard”, but just do one section at a time and it will not be hard. Don’t try to over think this one.
Right Side 6

Pattern for "Right Side 6" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood. 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  
Right Side 07

Jane’s Triangle…  
My Triangle…

Right Side 07…
Difficulty  Medium
Paper Foundation and Applique
Number of Pieces = 13
Right Side 7


©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Right Side 7" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Templates for "Unnamed" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  
Right Side 08

Jane’s Triangle…

My Triangle…

Right Side 08…

Difficulty  Medium

Applique

Number of Pieces = 5
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  Right Side 09

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Right Side 09…
Difficulty  Medium
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 23
Right Side 9

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "Right Side 9" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt Right Side 10

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Right Side 10…

Difficulty  Medium
Paper Foundation and Applique
Number of Pieces = 17
Do you see what I did wrong?
Right Side 10
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1197, using Electric Quilt.

Right Side 10 Section A

Applique, using template.

Applique a diamond shape to the top piece.

Right Side 10 Section B

Right Side 10 Section C

Right Side 10 Section D

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Right Side 10" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  Right Side 11

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Right Side 11…

Difficulty  Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 31
Pattern for "Right Side 11" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  
Right Side 12

Jane’s Triangle…  
My Triangle…

Right Side 12…
Difficulty  Easy
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces 33
Pattern for "Right Side 12" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  
Right Side 13

Jane’s Triangle…  
My Triangle…

Right Side 13…

Difficulty  Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces 23